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Today’s session will cover:

● tools to share research articles: Twitter, LinkedIn, 
Facebook, ResearchGate, Academia.edu

● issues to consider when sharing articles: shareability, 
copyright, publishers’ rights 

● sharing options at MIT and elsewhere 



But first: Why do researchers use social media 
sites to share research articles?

● Networking 
● Collaboration
● Getting feedback
● Getting recognition, promoting work, raising awareness
● Resume building and job searching
● Getting alternative statistics on impact

Do you use social media to share research? 



Linking to research 
articles on Twitter

(researchers)

https://twitter.com/iyadrahwan/status/1194332841594806272

https://twitter.com/iyadrahwan/status/1194332841594806272


Linking to research 
articles on Twitter

(publishers)

https://twitter.com/iyadrahwan/status/1194336799147122702

https://twitter.com/iyadrahwan/status/1194336799147122702


Linking to research articles on Facebook



Linking to research articles on LinkedIn



Publisher perspective on linking to articles

https://www.nature.com/content/authortips/social.htm
l

https://www.nature.com/content/authortips/social.html
https://www.nature.com/content/authortips/social.html


Issues to consider when linking to papers

● Can the user get to the article?
- Many people can’t access subscription content
- Some publishers offer links for limited access

● Is it legal?
- Does linking invoke copyright?
- Do you have the rights to share the article? 



Posting research articles 

ResearchGate & Academia.edu: used by researchers to 
share papers, connect with peers, post comments, search 
for jobs. 

Let’s take a look!



Are MIT researchers using these sites? Yes.

ResearchGate institution page for “MIT”

11,968 Members
223,530 “publications”
(also broken down into a several departments) 

Academia.edu

18,894 (shows up in the search box when you type MIT) affiliated with MIT
Institution page is split up by department: https://mit.academia.edu/#
1114 departments listed 

https://mit.academia.edu/#


Issues to consider when posting papers 
on ResearchGate & Academia.edu

● Who owns these sites? They are private commercial 
entities, for profit, and run ads. They are not “open access 
repositories.”

● Can others get the papers? Sometimes.
● Is posting legal? It depends on the version shared. 

Rights often remain with publishers. Reuse is not 
necessarily permitted. 



ResearchGate + publishers: Takedowns & lawsuits 



ResearchGate + publishers: Deals

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330522272_
Sequential_assembly_of_the_septal_cell_envelope_prior_to_
V_snapping_in_Corynebacterium_glutamicum

https://explore.researchgate.net/display/support/ResearchGate+and
+Springer+Nature+pilot+program

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330522272_Sequential_assembly_of_the_septal_cell_envelope_prior_to_V_snapping_in_Corynebacterium_glutamicum
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330522272_Sequential_assembly_of_the_septal_cell_envelope_prior_to_V_snapping_in_Corynebacterium_glutamicum
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330522272_Sequential_assembly_of_the_septal_cell_envelope_prior_to_V_snapping_in_Corynebacterium_glutamicum
https://explore.researchgate.net/display/support/ResearchGate+and+Springer+Nature+pilot+program
https://explore.researchgate.net/display/support/ResearchGate+and+Springer+Nature+pilot+program


Can I share it? (and how? and where?)

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.
php

https://www.howcanishareit.com/

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php
https://www.howcanishareit.com/


We can help you legally share articles

● Deposit your work in DSpace@MIT: share a legal version 
that anyone can access.

● Publish in open access journals: link and post anywhere.
● Use preprint repositories: link and post anywhere.

https://dspace.mit.edu/


PsyArXiv



Thank you!

Questions?

Contact: scholarlypub@mit.edu 

mailto:scholarlypub@mit.edu

